Give your legal career
the commercial edge

CIS London & Partners training scheme

MBA Legal Services:
Developing the next
generation of senior legal
professionals

Designed for senior legal managers
Designed for senior legal managers, BPP University’s MBA Legal Services is
a demanding yet rewarding programme which aims to develop and enhance
your commercial acumen to take your legal career to the next level.
Building upon your existing legal experience, this programme aims to enrich
and improve your knowledge of business and management and specifically
demonstrate how to apply this knowledge to legal business. In particular, it
aims to improve your awareness and confidence in your dual professional
roles: your role as a lawyer and as an advisor to business.

bppuniversity.ac.uk/mbalegalservices

About the MBA Legal Services

CIS London & Partners
training scheme

Delivered by BPP University, who exclusively train over 45 leading UK and
global law firms’ trainees and deliver programmes to leading companies such
as Simmons & Simmons and Lloyds Banking Group. We leverage our close
links with businesses and firms to ensure that your education is rooted in
commercially relevant practices and business trends.

Taught by experienced
business professionals who
draw upon their real-life
experience

Flexible delivery methods
to build your studies around
your existing professional life

After completing the MBA Legal Services course, CIS London & Partners will be
exclusively rewarding the top 10 performers* the exciting opportunity to join a
unique training scheme which incorporates:

Intensive seminars with Business Partners of CIS London
& Partners covering key topics such as QLTS and
Business Governance.

Teaching materials
derived from leading
research

This is a highly competitive programme, with full Scholarship available for
the highest performer*. There is also a Potential additional opportunity with
CIS London & Partners to gain relevant experience and practical training in a
professional law firm.

Gain knowledge from professional tutors from BPP
University Law School who exclusively train over 45
leading UK and global law firms’ trainees.
Complete assignments tailored to your field of
specialism including one white paper, with the best being
distributed to CIS London & Partners’ clients.

Increase client communication skills on international
matters through recorded role play.

Delivered from our study
centre in London City, at the
heart of the UK’s Business
and Legal Districts

bppuniversity.ac.uk/mbalegalservices
The provision of the MBA Legal Services Programme is subject to the BPP terms and conditions available at: http://www.bpp.com/bpp-university/terms and BPP’s admission and eligibility criteria
(as it may determine from time to time). * Subject to terms and conditions. Scholarship will be via a refund of fees upon completion of the programme.

Svetlana has graduated with honours from Lomonosov Moscow State University. She is a member
of the Moscow Regional Bar and is a Solicitor of England and Wales. Svetlana was one of the first
Russian lawyers to undertake and successfully complete the Qualified Lawyers Transfer Scheme
and in addition has completed: a Graduate Diploma in Law course, the Legal Practice Course and
LLM in Professional Legal Practice at BPP University Law School.

Network with legal professionals through a series
of receptions.
Gain invaluable Lexcel training.

Opportunity to network with
professionals from global
law firms

Svetlana London is a dual qualified Russian Advocate and English solicitor and the Managing
Partner of CIS London & Partners LLP practicing Russian law within the firm. Her legal experience
relates to various issues of Russian law with over 11 years of practical professional experience in
cross-border matters and transactions.

*Subject to terms and conditions & Visa Requirements.

Svetlana London
Managing Partner of CIS London & Partners

